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Abstract We draw attention to a difference in use
of the notion of domain task in mainstream AI and
European research on dialogue planning. An inte-
grated approach calls for an adaptation of notions
of task dialogue and information seeking dialogue.
We make a distinction based on the execution state
of domain actions and the roles played by the agents
involved. It is argued that the observed differential
emphasis on user and system task domain is related
to preferences for intentional versus conversational
perspectives on utterance sequencing.

1 Introduction

In explaining the goals of interlocutors, mainstream
computational models of information seeking dia-
logue center on the actions in the task domain of the

information seeker. In this research tradition, user
domain plans were mainly introduced to facilitate
recognition of user goals, while dialogue structure
is conceived primarily as a side-effect of informa-
tion seeking. Conversely, European research tends
to focus on the actions performed by the informa-
tion provider. Here, the ’task’ of the information
provider is sometimes viewed as the main source of
structure of information seeking dialogue. This is
often implicit in European usage of the phrase task-
oriented dialogue. An integrated view calls for an
adaptation of notions of task dialogue and informa-
tion seeking dialogue. We make a distinction based
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on the execution state of domain actions and the
roles played by the agents involved.

We apply these ideas in a discussion of the role
of the t ask notion in views on dialogue management.
It is argued that the observed differential empha-
sis on user and system task domain is related to
preferences for intentional versus structural conver-
sational perspectives on utterance sequencing. Fur-

thermore, in some continental work the communica-
tive activity of information seeking is not clearly dis-
tinguished from the agents’ domain tasks. We point
out that such confusion is engendered by a view
of the system as a set of database access functions
rather than as an agent with communicative com-
petence distinguishable from its task domain. On
the basis of a review of several current approaches
to dialogue planning, we list a few consequences for
the design of the top-level of a dialogue manager.

2 Domain Tasks, Planning, and
Dialogue Structure

Two types of dialogue seem to emerge from cur-
rent views on dialogue planning. Dialogue occurring
during task ezecution is one kind, with an agent for
instance describing actions taking place, or com-
manding an other agent involved in the execution
what to do next. Dialogue then proceeds in paral-
lel to task execution and topic structure will match
task structure. This in fact is what has been called
task-oriented dialogue (e.g. Grosz, 1978).

Dialogue can however also occur during a task
planning phase, since an agent will often want to
collect information in advance, completing a plan
before executing it. For instance the value of some
parameter is wanted, or data for competing plans,
or an entire action scheme is needed. Dialogue
taking place under these circumstances has been
called information seeking dialogue (e.g. Carberry
1988) or plan ezploration dialogue (Ramshaw 1991).
The communicative goals defined by the informa-
tion seeking agent concern data related to the task
at hand. In preparing a plan for execution the in-
formation seeker can choose any incomplete part as
input to communicative interaction. To be able to
activate the appropriate intentional and attentional
state, and to be able to respond cooperatively, an
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information provider will want to recognize the do-
main action sequence involved, using its knowledge
of domain plans and plan inference rules, and can
then provide the data that allow its completion.

But intentional and attentional structure, as well as
linguistic structure, are then probably only locally
based on the inferred plans. The global structure of
the dialogue is determined by communicative prin-
ciples mainly.

This entails a view of information seeking dia-
logue as dialogue embedded in a suspended domain
task. The general situation however is an inter-

leaved one, in which in the course of execution of a
domain plan, exploration of a subplan is necessary.
The two types of interaction can therefore alternate,
and in tasks consisting of relatively closely inter-
spaced sequences of physical actions we can have a
swift succession of what can be called concurrent
and non-concurrent phases of dialogue (cf. Bego
1991).

Up to this point we have assumed that just one
plan is involved. A difference in expertise is the
essential condition for engaging in communication.
The role of the expert is to assist the non-expert in
planning or executing a domain task. In the work
discussed the task notion refers to actions in the
information seeker’s domain, as in e.g. Grosz &

Sidner, 1986 or Litman & Alien, 1987.

3 The Task of the Information
Provider

In the French literature however it is quite common
to speak of task-oriented dialogue whenever the in-
formation provider’s task is involved. Such a view
reveals itself most clearly in the context of collab-
orative human-machine interaction research where
the machine is an agent that offers some service,
or is applied as a tool to achieve certain domain
goals. Pierrel (1987) states explicitly that dialogue
occurring in this context is oriented on and even
directed by the task that is to be executed (orientg
par la tdche). Examples of tasks are to use auto-
mated banking facilities, to control the status of
processes, as well as to issue commands, and to re-
trieve information. In communication systems two
knowledge sources record properties of such tasks:

a static task model and a dynamic database storing
process state. Depending on the application, the
latter records e.g. the status of the environment (in
the case of commanding robots or remedial support
systems for disabled persons), the status of process-
ing (in the case of process control), or the status 
the database query (in the case of inquiries). The
aim of an interpreter is then to detect in the user’s
utterances the relevant goals in terms of database
accesses. Task management is the process of seek-
ing information that enables a smooth realization
of such tasks. It is argued that the task-related and
goal-oriented nature of human-computer dialogue
restricts possible language acts, language construc-
tions and use of lexical items.

It is clear that Pierrel, when stating that human-
computer dialogue is task-oriented, in the first place
refers to activities the system is involved in. This
usage obviously is at variance with Anglo-Saxon
literature. Furthermore, such factors as whether
the system plays the role of the expert or the non-
expert, or whether we are in a planning phase or in
an execution phase, are not considered.

4 Agent Roles in Collaborative
Interaction

What is called for obviously is a view of both in-
formation seeker and provider as communicating
agents with domain tasks to plan or execute. The
general situation is that more than one task may
be involved, and that roles and levels of expertise
with respect to the tasks may vary. In the context
of two-agent interaction generally two tasks will be
relevant, one related to the first agent A1 - let us call
this task T1 - and one to the second agent A2 - call
it T2. We assume that T1 and T2 are independent
and, as a consequence, will exclude the situation in
which A1 cooperates with A2 in a common activ-
ity. This means that we do not have to consider two
tasks at the same time, and therefore can setup the
situation such that we can refer to T2 as the task
at hand. An agent A1 can then have three possi-
ble roles depending on his level of expertise and the
task T2 related to the other agent A2:

1. T2 is being executed by A2 and A1 guides the
actions of A2. A1 is an expert with regard to
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T2, while A2 has less expertise. Dialogue will
proceed concurrent to T2.

2. T2 is being planned by A2 and A1 assists in
the planning of the actions of A2. Here A1

again is the expert with regard to T2, while
A2 has less expertise. But no execution is
driving the dialogue.

3. A1 is not involvedin T2. A1 isn’t aware ofT2
or of the relevance of its planning and/or exe-
cution to the dialogue. The dialogue proceeds
non-concurrent to T2. Al’s level of expertise
with regard to T2 does not matter here, hence
his intentional and attentional states are not
determined by it.

It is clear that the air compressor assembly ex-
ample matches the first position. A1 is the expert
guiding the actions of novice A2 who is executing
task T2. In the context of collaborative human-
machine interaction, the machine can have two pos-
sible roles, viz. A1 or A2. When commanding a

robot in a simulated world, the human is the ex-
pert A1. But we can also imagine a flight simulator
guiding the actions of the human novice A2. Plan
exploration dialogues belong to the second type. A1
is the expert planning a task T2 with A2. What
interaction situation matches the third case? Con-
sider the situation in which someone asks an opera-
tor of an information service for a telephone number
without making clear what his motives are for get-
ting to know that number. Here the operator does
not know what the caller’s domain goals are, and
does not need to know in order to satisfy his re-
quest. The operator A1 is not involved in T2 which
is being planned by caller A2. It is obvious that the
caller’s plan T2 will not be executed during the di-
alogue, so dialogue proceeds non-concurrent to T2.

This however does not yet mean that we have

a non-concurrent type of dialogue with regard to
T1, the activity of the operator. An appeal could
be made to the operator’s expertise in finding the
requested information, and then dialogue could pro-
ceed concurrent to this activity T1 in finding infor-
mation, e.g. by querying a database. The point now
is that the two interactants, the operator and the
caller, play the same type of role, namely the one
described in the third set of circumstances. Neither

of the interactants is involved in the task related
to the other agent. None of them needs to be an
expert with regard to the task related to the other
agent. They even do not have to be aware of the

task the other is involved in.

5 Task Dialogue versus Informa-
tion Dialogue

If we assume that the task T1 we abstracted from

above consists in database accessing, it seems jus-
tifiable to disregard the user’s awareness of this
task. Consequently, we can disregard the system’s
database actions in a distinction of no more than
three basic kinds of dialogue:

1. Task dialogue. Here the system is the expert
with regard to both the user’s task and the
accessing of a certain database. It guides the
user’s actions. Examples of this situation are
to assemble an air compressor, to place an or-

der, to hire a car, to make a reservation, to
fill in a form. Looking up whether goods are
available when the caller is placing an order,
can serve as an example where the expert’s
task is present.

2. Planning dialogue. Here again the system is
the expert with regard to both the user’s task
and its own task. The system assists in the
planning of the actions of the user. Examples
of this setting are to provide administrative
information or information about travel op-
portunities and itineraries. Looking up train
connections by the expert when assisting the
caller to plan a journey is an example where
the expert’s task is present. Two special cases
occur, depending on whether alternative plans
are considered or not (cf. Ramshaw 1991).

3. Parameter dialogue. Here the system is a do-
main expert with regard to the accessing of
a certain database only and it doesn’t need
to be aware of the user’s task. The system
provides pieces of data which the user needs
to plan his task, without assisting the user in
the planning itself. This is the general type
of setting when requests are addressed to a
telecom information service.
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The settings differ in that the system’s task of
accessing a database is optional in (1) and (2), while
it is not optional in (3), for in that case the user typ-
ically addresses the system because it is thought of
as able to provide the parameters the user needs.
Settings (3) and (2) differ from (I) in that in 
is the user’s task which is directing dialogue, where
in the other two cases it is the system’s task that
directs dialogue, at least to the extent that the sys-
tem is executing database queries during dialogue
and not just planning an access. The main point
here is that the user’s task is not being executed
during the dialogue. In using the terms ’task dia-
logue’ and ’information seeking dialogue’ then we
consider the user’s task only.

We will now take a brief look at a few recent
approaches to dialogue management in information
seeking and task dialogue, and try to clarify some
of the questions encountered. It is important to
take into account another dimension of views on
dialogue management at this point, for next to dif-
ferential emphasis on user and system task domain,
approaches differ in their pragmatic view of utter-
ance sequencing. Conversational approaches depart
from syntactic notions such as constituency and
combinatory principles like adjacency pairing. In-
tentional approaches give priority to communicative
goals. Interestingly, in work on dialogue manage-
ment that takes the conversational point of view
dialogue is sometimes structurally modelled on sys-
tem task, while in the intentional view, which tends
to focus more often on user goals, dialogue structure
is a side-effect. We will first discuss work which em-
phasises the system’s task and which seems to take
a conversational stance, but does not clearly distin-
guish communicative activity from domain actions.

6 Information Seeking versus
Domain Tasks

In Pierrel (1987), a view on the communicative ac-
tivity of information seeking itself as a task is some-
times at the background of references to human-

computer interaction as purposive dialogue (le di-
alogue finalisd) and exemplified by typing the ac-
tivity of making an enquiry as a task. That the
use of the term task tends to shift from non-

communicative actions belonging to some often
physical domain, to aspects of the communicative
interaction itself is especially illustrated in Luzzati
(1989). Here the activity the user is involved in 
completely mixed up with the actions the expert has
to undertake in order to help the user to perform
his activity. Moreover, domain actions occurring
during the interaction with the system are identi-
fied with communicative activity itself. Such an ex-
plicit widening of the concept of a task to a struc-
tured set of both domain and communicative ac-
tions in the consultation of a database is also found
in Sabah (1989) and Bilange (1991). The pref-
erence for a syntactic conversational approach, or
more precisely, for dialogue grammar, as expressed
in this work, seems to derive at least in part from
a unification of dialogue and system task, possibly
inspired by the argument ofAmalberti et al. (1984)
that experts develop special strategies for directing
communication when some task is to be performed,
which comes close to a view on the cognitive ac-
tivity of performing a dialogue as executing a task
structure.

Obviously, it is advisable not to put the com-
municative activity of information seeking on a par
with the domain problem that an information seeker
is trying to solve and for which he or she consults
the information system, nor with the actions the in-
formation provider has to execute in order to satisfy
the request of the information seeker. The infor-
mation provider must be viewed as an agent with
communicative competence distinguished from his
domain tasks. We can then maintain a view of di-
alogue in which some task at hand is the topic of
the dialogue, rather than one in which ultimately
the task at hand is the dialogue. Only from the
former perspective it makes sense to state that di-
alogue structure is related to task structure. From
the latter vantage point, dialogue structure is task
structure by definition, and it even is no longer clear
what we are supposed to mean by task dialogue, all
the more if that is somehow meant as opposed to
information seeking dialogue. We will now briefly
discuss preferences for dialogue management strate-
gies that seem to be related to intentional and con-
versational standpoints.
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7 Agent Tasks and Dialogue
Management

Interpreting an experiment held in a hospital,
Amalberti et al. (1984) argue that a dialogue 
which the expert takes the initiative, is most suc-
cessful in satisfying the customer’s request as it
forces him to formulate his intentions explicitly.
Consequently, Pierrel (1987), Roussanaly (1988)
and Bilange (1991) assume that when the system
gears the dialogue towards task structure, it will in
the most efficient way obtain the data needed for
task performance. For the purpose of directing di-

alogue, Roussanaly (1988) proposes an operational
dialogue model, called the model of the dialogue,
which is conceived as a structured set of schemata
for dialogue phases, where each phase is associated
with actions or procedures to be executed by the

dialogue manager. The general pattern of the di-
alogues is described in terms of the stereotypical
strategies of the expert and the stereotypical pur-
poses of the user in engaging in the dialogue. Rous-
sanaly essentially thinks of dialogue acts as atomic
dialogue phases. In his typology, three kinds of acts
are discerned: (a) acts related to the task, viz. fact,
question and goal, (b) acts related to the dialogue
in progress, viz. opening, closing, request to repeat
an utterance, satisfaction, contestation, and (c) acts
related to the communication channel, such as acts
to keep the channel open and acts related to the
perturbation of the channel.

Bilange (1991) not only defines a similar typol-
ogy, but he also tries to model knowledge relating to
the hierarchical and functional organization of these
acts according to the model of the Geneva School
(e.g. Roulet et. al., 1985). To this aim, an adapta-
tion and implementation of the dialogue grammar
developed by Moeschler (1989) is presented. Infor-
mation on the dialogue structure and the function-
ality of a dialogue act is included in the definition of
the preconditions and effects of communicative acts,
thus allowing for aspects of partner modeling, task
and communication management. Separate rules
of conversation implement the notion of dialogue
strategy, e.g. by invoking repetitions or reintroduc-
ing topics. Syntactic conversational approaches to
dialogue management such as these that, as we ob-

served above, tend to lend priority to action in the
system’s task domain, are to be contrasted to in-
tentional approaches, such as the work on speech

act planning by Cohen and Perrault (1979) and
Allen (1983), where dialogue structure is largely 
side-effect. A recent analysis of dialogue planning
that takes an intentional stance is Litman & Allen
(1987), but in this work there is a meta-level of dis-
course plans that imparts structure to dialogue4.

Building on such stack-based models as Litman
8z Allen (1987), a dialogue manager which does not
engage in non-communicative acts will have a top-
level in terms of communicative interactions, e.g.
using discourse plans, and will use domain plans as
data, mainly for communicative cooperativity, while
a controller for task dialogue will also execute do-
main acts at the top-level. Pure information seeking
dialogue is a solely communicative process of execu-
tion of communicative acts only, i.e. no information
is shared by observation or physical interaction.

In terms of dialogue structure, it is clear then
that pure information seeking dialogue surface
structure is to a lesser extent determined by the

information seeker’s task, perhaps partially, as in
Carberry’s (1990) top-down task planning dialogue.
A distinction between dialogue segmentation due to
the structure of the domain task, and segmenta-
tion according to purely communicative principles
is therefore required, e.g. in terms of Allwood’s
(1990) principles of interaction management. Di-
alogue segments can be described at and viewed
as driven by a purely communicative level of con-
versational exchanges or discourse plans. Pieces of
domain data are input to or output of interaction
at this level. In order to initiate and terminate a
dialogue segment in which an information goal is
specified and possibly satisfied, both partners per-
form low level communicative acts, e.g. relevant to
ensuring contact and floor taking, to the specifica-
tion of semantic content, or to the function of an
utterance (cf. Bunt 8z Allwood, 1992). Both know
how functional types relate, what surface properties
and what epistemic aspects are relevant. Feedback
acts help control what is mutually believed.

While such an account considers communicative

4The relationship between concepts of conversational ex-
change and discourse plan as seen from different paradigms
seems an especially pressing issue.
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principles only, in the general case the information

provider’s task is present. The motivation for the

communicative interaction both agents are engaged

in is to get information from the other agent in order

to plan or execute their own task, but the system’s

task is executed during the dialogue. The expertise
of the system consists in finding and retrieving the

information the caller needs to complete his domain

plan. To be able to provide the requested informa-

tion, the expert needs to query a database. It is

then the system’s goal to get sufficient data from
the user in order to complete and form this query.

In other words, the system’s and the user’s task

interface by means of the dialogue. Such dialogues
may in fact be characterized by a subtle interference

of conflict and cooperation. One concern is the rel-

evance of parts of the other agent’s task when both

agents have their own task to be planned or exe-

cuted.
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